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GUARANTEED LOANS TO MICROFINANCE INSTITUTIONS:
HOW DO THEY ADD VALUE?

This Focus Note looks at recent experience with guarantees of commercial loans to
microfinance institutions (MFIs). Such loan guarantees are a form of insurance that
covers a lender—typically a commercial bank—against default on its loan to an MFI.
The author of this Focus Note

If the MFI defaults, the guarantor (that is, the issuer of the guarantee commitment)

is Mark Flaming. The author

pays the bank the guaranteed portion of the loan. The MFI pays for this insurance in

wishes to acknowledge the

order to get a loan from a bank that will not lend without some additional security
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contributions to this Focus

for payment.1 Loan guarantee structures are described in the annex.
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In the microfinance industry, experimentation with loan guarantees began largely
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as an attempt to demonstrate to local banks that MFIs are creditworthy. In 2004,

data collection and interpretation, Rich Rosenberg of CGAP
for championing the project

loan guarantees accounted for only about 8 percent of total foreign investment in
MFIs.2 However, use of this funding instrument is growing rapidly.
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reviews the specific benefits loan guarantees are meant to produce;
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describes guarantor agencies, transaction volumes, cost structure, and guarantee
mechanisms; and

Helms, Rani Deshpande,
and Jeanette Thomas of
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CGAP and Martha Stein-

draws conclusions about the effectiveness of loan guarantees.

Sochas from AFD.
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examines the results of a set of 96 loan guarantees issued by eight agencies and

Key Findings
Loan guarantees can enable MFIs to get loans that are otherwise unavailable to them.
The immediate benefits of guaranteed loans typically have been modest, and the cost
1

The term loan guarantee is used here to refer to a guarantee that backs up a loan to a single MFI from a bank or other

lender. It is one subset of the broader category of credit guarantees. Another type of credit guarantee is the portfolio guarantee that protects a bank’s whole portfolio of loans to specified types of retail borrowers, such as farmers or small businesses. This Focus Note does not discuss portfolio guarantees. Bannock and Partners (1997) and the DFID studies
(Billington, Bennet, and Doran 2005) provide a good overview of experience with the range of credit guarantees. Refer
to the annex for a description of how loan guarantees are structured.
2

Ivatury and Abrams (2005), from a 2004 CGAP-MIX-ADA survey of microfinance foreign investors.
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of the loans has been high despite substantial sub-

R e d u c i n g r i s k fo r i n t e r n a t i o n a l l e n d e rs

sidies of the guarantors. Moreover, as competitive

A small, but increasing, number of guarantees are

MFIs grow, in most markets they are finding bet-

used to reduce risk for specialized international

ter ways to access local funding than borrowing

MFI lenders, commercial banks, and commercial

from local banks.

investors in international MFI lending facilities. In

However, guarantees are effective when they
are used to structure loans to MFIs under condi-

these cases, the guarantees facilitate MFI access to
large pools of international commercial capital.

tions more favorable than typical bank loans.
Guarantors realize this potential by focusing on

Leverag i n g g u a r a n t o rs ’ c a p i t a l a n d

specialized international lenders and on the hand-

supplementing MFIs’ collateral

ful of markets where local commercial banks make

Guarantors typically insure only part of the bank’s

loans to MFIs at lower interest rates than they

loan to the MFI, and they cite the ratio of the total

charge to normal retail business borrowers.

loan to the guaranteed amount as a measure of
how much the loan guarantee leverages the guar-

Why Do Funders Use Loan
Guarantees?

antor’s capital.
Fa c i l i t a t i n g a l o c a l c u r r e n c y l o a n t o t h e M F I

Why does a development agency or investor use a

w i t h o u t ex ch a n g e r a t e r i s k t o t h e g u a r a n t o r

loan guarantee instead of the simpler alternative of

If a foreign funder lends hard currency to a local

making a direct loan to an MFI? Sometimes there

MFI that will have to repay the loan from local cur-

are internal reasons—for instance, where lending

rency revenues and assets, a depreciation of the

is not allowed by the agency’s charter or the

local currency could expose the MFI to substantial

agency is not equipped to manage loan repay-

loss. Conversely, the foreign lender would itself

ments. But most of the reasons have to do with

face the same risk if it made a local currency loan

perceived advantages for MFIs.

to the MFI. A guarantee structure can avoid this

Fa c i l i t a t i n g a c c e s s t o l o c a l b a n k l o a n s

problem: the guarantor can fix the guarantee
amount in hard currency while the local bank lends

The primary rationale for guaranteeing loans

to the MFI in local currency, leaving the MFI with

instead of lending directly to the MFI is to initiate

no exchange risk and the guarantor or the local

access to commercial funding markets. The guar-

bank with relatively minor exchange risk in the

antee is meant to facilitate a loan from a bank that

event of default, depending on the guarantee

would not otherwise lend to the MFI, usually with

terms.

the expectation that the experience will increase
the bank’s appetite for future unguaranteed lend-

O v e rc o m i n g r e g u l a t o r y b a r r i e rs

ing. Most, but not all, guarantors aspire to link

In a few countries, laws or regulations restrict for-

MFIs with local banks—92 percent of the guaran-

eign borrowing or make it more expensive. The

tees were issued to local banks. This reflects the

loan guarantee facilitates a local loan without cre-

long-term view that MFIs need to integrate into

ating a foreign obligation for the MFI. Loan guar-

their local funding markets to achieve significant

antees can also increase the MFI’s collateral so that

scale and that borrowing from local banks is a

the bank’s loan complies with banking regulations

viable way for MFIs to achieve that integration.

that restrict unsecured lending.

2
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Table 1 Guarantors Included in the Study

G u a r a n t o r ag e n c i e s

Number
of transactions

ACCION Latin American Bridge Fund a
Agence Française
de Développement (AFD)
Deutsche Bank Microcredit
Development Fund (DBMDF)
USAID/Development Credit
Authority (DCA) b
Fonds International de Garantie
(FIG, formerly RAFAD) c
Grameen Foundation
Kreditanstalt für Wiederaufbau (KfW)
SUFFICE (European Union/Uganda)
TOTAL

Date of earliest
transaction
i n s t u dy

Total guarantee
a m o u n t for
transactions
i n s t u dy (US$)

Av e r a g e g u a r a n t e e
a m o u n t for
transactions
i n s t u dy (US$)

7

1988

4,435,000

633,571

39

1998

3,923,119

100,593

14

2001

7,517,707

536,979

17

1992

1,677,677

98,687

1
4
7
96

2004
2002
2003

350,000
9,216,560
1,440,468
58,692,819

350,000
2,304,140
205,781
611,384

Notes:
a

ACCION reports that it has issued US$70 million in guarantees to 23 MFIs from 1987 to 2004. Only seven of the transactions were
included in this study, selected for the availability of data. See Lopez and de Angulo (2005).

b

Some of the transactions guaranteed by USAID/DCA were part of a portfolio guarantee issued to the lending institutions; that is, the
loan to the MFI was only one of the loans covered in the bank’s portfolio.

c

FIG reports that it has issued over US$50 million in guarantees between 1985 and 2005, resulting in US$200 million in loans to MFIs.

The Supply of Loan Guarantees

growing rapidly. At least three new guarantee facilities were launched in 2005.3

Most loan guarantees for MFIs have occurred

Though many development agencies and private

since the late 1990s, although such guarantees

debt and equity funds offer loan guarantees, in

were pioneered a decade earlier by ACCION’s

practice the funders that offer MFIs a mix of

Latin American Bridge Fund and by RAFAD

financing instruments issue few guarantees. Most

(Recherches et Applications de Financements

of the guarantees are issued by organizations, or

Alternatifs au Développement). The 2005 CGAP

departments within agencies, that are mandated

study (Ivatury and Abrams 2005) of 54 interna-

and funded specifically to provide loan guarantees

tional funders indicated that MFIs had US$96

(Table 1).

million of guaranteed loans as of mid-2004. The

AFD, USAID/DCA, and KfW guarantee opera-

Focus Note study collected information from

tions are imbedded in their respective agencies,

eight guarantor agencies on 96 transactions. These

although USAID has created a distinctive program

transactions provided US$59 million in guarantees

and identity for the DCA. SUFFICE has a credit

that supported US$87 million in bank lending to

and loan guarantee program in Uganda financed

MFIs. Ninety-one percent of the transactions were

by the European Union. The Latin American

made in or after 2000, and half were still in oper-

Bridge Fund is legally separate from but managed

ation at the end of 2005. The amount of loan
guarantees to date is not large, but the supply is

3

The Global Microfinance Facility, the GFUSA Growth Guarantees,

and Global Commercial Microfinance Consortium.

3
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Table 2 Characteristics of MFIs Using Guarantees, by Size
A sse ts in year
of transaction (US$)
5 million or less
5.1 million–10 million
10.1 million–25 million
More than 25 million

D i s t r i bu t i o n
of MFIs (%)

Av e r a g e a n n u a l
g rowth (%)*

38
23
31
8

37.8
58.0
47.7
57.3

Av e r a g e r e t u r n
on assets (%)*
4.3
4.3
5.2
3.1

Averag e client
loan balance (US$)*
459
416
399
1,668

* 2004 figures

by ACCION International. The DBMDF is an

time deposits, or bonds. Larger MFIs with more

autonomous entity that receives substantial in-

than US$25 million in assets were also using loan

kind support from Deutsche Bank. Grameen

guarantees, but more selectively.6 Over half of

Foundation (now GFUSA) has a recently launched

these larger MFIs were deposit institutions. In most

fund. And finally, FIG is an autonomous coopera-

cases the larger MFIs used the loan guarantee for an

tive founded by RAFAD for the sole purpose of

international loan, not a loan from a local bank.

issuing guarantees to member MFIs.

4

Profile of MFIs That Use
Loan Guarantees

Measuring the Impact of Guaranteed
Loans to MFIs
Data from the transactions in the study shed some

Most of the loan guarantees reviewed in this study

light on the extent to which guarantees deliver the

supported commercial bank loans to small,

benefits they are expected to provide.

nondeposit-taking MFIs that were profitable and
growing rapidly.5 Ninety-two percent of the MFIs

A c c e s s t o i n i t i a l l o a n s f ro m l o c a l b a n k s

had assets below US$25 million in the year of the

Guarantors and MFI managers report that loan

guarantee transaction, and only 8 percent of these

guarantees help MFIs to get loans—often the

smaller MFIs took deposits.

MFI’s first local loan—from banks that otherwise

The concentration of loan guarantees in small,

would not lend to them.7 In addition to the guar-

nondeposit MFIs reflects the strong appetite of

antee itself, guarantor agencies and their interna-

those MFIs for any form of funding that can sup-

tional banks provide transaction expertise and cred-

port their robust growth rates, together with the

ibility that enhances the local bank’s perception of

fact that these MFIs do not yet have access to

the MFI. MFI managers are uniformly positive

other commercial funding sources, such as savings,
6

The experience of the ACCION Latin American Bridge Fund also sug-

gests that demand for loan guarantees is concentrated in smaller,
4

The International Finance Corporation, European Investment Bank,

borrowing-dependent MFIs. The Latin American Bridge Fund portfo-

and European Bank for Reconstruction and Development also provide

lio reached its peak in 1995 and had declined steadily by 2004. One of

loan guarantees, but were not included in this study.

the main reasons for this is that many of ACCION’s affiliates trans-

5

formed into deposit MFIs and/or diversified their funding sources in lo-

The study compiled transaction data from 96 loan guarantees. The

analysis of MFI performance includes data only from the 71 MFIs that

cal markets.

publish financial statements in public sources such as www.themix.org

7

or their Web sites. The data set is large enough to support conclusions

ing that a loan guarantee changes lender behavior. Nevertheless, MFI

about the effectiveness of loan guarantees in strong MFIs, but the lack

managers make the convincing argument that they would not pay the

of financial statements from 25 percent of the 96 MFIs made it impos-

additional costs of the guarantee if they were able to procure the loan

sible to correlate loan guarantee effectiveness with MFI performance.

without it.

4

Vogel and Adams (1997) discuss the methodological problems in prov-
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Table 3 Distribution of Loans by Size
Siz e r a n g e o f l o a n t o M F I ( U S $ )

Percentag e of MFIs

Averag e loan size (US$)

48
19
16
18

150,000
337,162
675,000
2,663,258

< 250,000
250,000–500,000
500,000–1 million
> 1 million

MFI’s total borrowing, but hardly ever more than a
Table 4 Relative Significance
of Guaranteed Loans
Guaranteed loan as
% of MFI assets

Percentag e
of MFIs

<5
5–10
10–20
20–50
> 50

62
17
13
6
2

quarter of it (Table 4).
Cost to the MFI

Guaranteed loans have been relatively expensive
for MFIs. The guarantor agencies in the study
charged annual fees that ranged from 0 percent to
4.5 percent of the guarantee amount, with an
unweighted average of just over 2 percent. The
MFIs paid the bank interest rate (usually a retail

about these benefits of the loan guarantee transac-

rate well above prime) plus the guarantee fee, mak-

tions, regardless of the size or cost of the loan.

ing the funding more costly than the MFIs’ other

Most of the guaranteed loans have “retail”

sources.9 In a sample of 13 transactions in 11

characteristics—that is, they have the same terms

countries, the total interest cost of the guaranteed

as bank loans to typical business borrowers: inter-

bank loan to the MFIs was on average 5.3 percent-

est rates are higher than the prime rate that banks

age points higher than the MFIs’ average cost of

charge to large, low-risk borrowers, real collateral

funding liabilities (including the guaranteed loan).

requirements are high, and loan amounts are small

And all but three of these MFIs already had aver-

8

relative to MFI assets. This tended to be the case

age funding costs well above prevailing bank fund-

especially in smaller nondeposit MFIs, which did

ing rates.10
These indicators prompt reflection about the

in fact have the same risk profile as a typical retail
bank borrower.

different reasons MFIs have for using loan guaran-

Almost half of the loans reviewed in the study

tees. For a few MFIs, the guaranteed loan was a

were for less than US$250,000 and 82 percent

very significant increase in total funding. One

were less than US$1 million (Table 3).

might naturally assume that access to the extra cap-

Typically, the guaranteed loans made a relatively

ital was the MFI’s main motive. However, most of

small contribution to the MFIs’ total assets—less
than 5 percent in most of the transactions and less
than 20 percent in nine out of 10. The guaranteed
loans did account for a larger percentage of the

9

It is important to recognize that some of the seemingly cheaper alter-

native funding options contained foreign exchange rate risk that was not
reflected in their lower price. However, very few MFIs price or manage
foreign exchange rate risk, and therefore cost assessments are difficult.
10

8

The MFIs’ average cost of funds were compared to a weighted com-

In most developing and transition economies, real collateral or guar-

posite of two commercial rate benchmarks, the local interbank lending

antees consist mainly of land and buildings, cash in bank accounts, low-

rate for the MFI’s local borrowing and 12-month LIBOR + 5 for its for-

risk investments, and letters of credit or guarantees from third parties

eign borrowing. By comparison, the MicroBanking Bulletin uses the lo-

of known financial strength. Thus an MFI’s portfolio of microloans is

cal deposit rate—typically the lowest market funding rate—as a commer-

not real collateral.

cial funding benchmark for local and foreign borrowing.

5
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the MFIs paid a relatively high cost for a loan that

considerable barrier to using bank loans of any sig-

didn’t add very much to their funding structure.

nificant size.11

The primary motivation of these MFIs may often

Thus, measuring the impact of the guarantee on

have been the promise of a long-term relationship

the initial loan calls for some care. Guarantees do

with a local commercial bank, funding diversifica-

add value in that the MFI gets a loan that it could

tion, the prestige of association with an interna-

not have otherwise. But the loan-to-guarantee

tional institution, or perhaps in some cases encour-

ratio is a problematic measure of leverage because

agement by the guarantee agency.

it tells us nothing about the amount of real collateral the MFI had to pledge over and above the

Guarantee leverag e a n d c o l l a t e r a l

guarantee. Theoretically, it would make more

enhancement

sense to measure leverage by some combination of

All guarantor agencies try to extend their capital

(1) the reduction in the risk component of the

by guaranteeing less than the full amount of the

interest rate and/or (2) increase in the portion of

loan to the MFI and usually have some target ratio

the loan that is not covered by other real collateral.

for the percentage of a loan they want to guaran-

However, the necessary information was not avail-

tee. This policy leaves the bank with an incentive

able for this study, despite the importance of these

to collect the loan. In practice, the loan-to-guar-

characteristics of the transactions.

antee ratio appears to be driven by the circumstances of each deal, and most guarantors have

L o c a l c u r r e n cy l o a n s fo r M F I s

made deals both above and below their target

Ninety-two percent of foreign debt is issued to

ratios. The combined value of the 96 guarantees in

MFIs in hard currency.12 But most MFIs lend in

the study was US$58.7 million. Collectively these

local currency, so they have to rely on local cur-

transactions secured US$87 million in loans to

rency revenues and assets to repay a hard currency

MFIs, for a consolidated loan-to-guarantee ratio

loan. If the local currency’s exchange rate suffers a

of 1.5. The average of the ratios in individual

serious depreciation, the borrowing MFI may have

transactions was 2.0, reflecting higher ratios in the

to use much more local currency than it budgeted

smaller transactions.

to pay off the loan, sustaining heavy losses in the

Banks did lend more than the guarantee

process. MFIs seldom have access to adequate

amount. But the loan-to-guarantee ratio is some-

hedging mechanisms against such exchange risk.13

times misinterpreted as indicating that the bank is

The foreign lender can avoid imposing exchange

willing to take the risk of lending more than the

risk on the MFI by denominating the loan in local

guarantee without other collateral. In fact this

currency, but this shifts the exchange risk to the

does not appear to happen very often. For exam-

lender, who may receive a repayment that is much

ple, a loan-to-guarantee ratio of 1.5 usually does

less than the hard-currency value of the amount lent.

not mean that the bank has made a loan that is

Guaranteeing loans by local banks in local cur-

only two-thirds secured with real collateral.
The loan guarantees supplemented the MFI’s

rency avoids this kind of exchange risk for both
the MFI and the foreign source: not surprisingly,

total collateral package, but the MFI typically had
to pledge other real assets to cover the full loan
amount. The MFIs report that most banks
required “real” guarantees (land, cash, securities,
or letters of credit) for at least 100 percent of the
unguaranteed loan value and that this remains a

6

11

In contrast to this general pattern, AFD reports that when it issues

guarantees—seven of which were included in this study—it makes sure
that the bank does not require additional collateral.
12

Ivatury and Abrams (2005).

13

See Featherson, Littlefield, and Mwangi (2006).
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82 percent of the guaranteed loans were issued in

from local banks. Over time, the MFIs in the study

local currency.

tended to fund their growth from other sources,
except in markets where banks deliberately estab-

O v e rc o m i n g l e g a l o r r e g u l a t o r y b a r r i e rs

lish a business line of lending to MFIs in better-

In a few countries, regulations restrict foreign bor-

than-retail conditions.

rowing or make it more expensive. India and

Most of the MFIs that are maturing in competi-

Morocco, for example, restrict foreign borrowing

tive markets are growing with commercial funding

by nonprofit organizations. The loan guarantees

sources that offer better conditions (lower cost,

to MFIs in these countries avoided these restric-

longer term, lower collateral requirements) than

tions by facilitating a local loan.

local retail loans. Even among the MFIs that have

Loan guarantees can also help to resolve the

used loan guarantees, the ones most successful in

more pervasive issue of regulations that limit unse-

raising local funding are the larger MFIs that use

cured lending by banks. For instance, in most

savings, certificates of deposits, and bonds for that

cases regulators will recognize an MFI’s real estate

purpose.

but not its loan portfolio as qualifying collateral.

The Bolivian market provides an example of a

In these situations, the guarantee may be needed

microfinance industry that is mobilizing funding at

to bring the loan to the MFI into compliance with

a cost well under commercial bank lending rates.

banking regulations.

The two specialized microfinance banks and the
nonbank Private Financial Funds have achieved

Do MFIs Obtain Subsequent
Unguaranteed Loans from Local
Banks?

robust growth, mainly through savings mobilization. In May 2006, the average cost of funding for
these MFIs was about 4 percent, whereas the average cost of conventional business loans from

Most guarantors consider loan guarantees a suc-

Bolivian banks in April 2006 was about 11.5 per-

cess if MFIs are eventually able to borrow from

cent. It is not surprising that these MFIs are mak-

their local banks without a loan guarantee. The

ing relatively little use of local bank loans: compet-

results are mixed, and they illuminate two miscon-

itive MFIs have to replace expensive local retail

ceptions imbedded in the idea that MFIs should

borrowing with less-costly funding as they grow

necessarily graduate to unguaranteed borrowing.

(Table 5).

First, in commercial financial markets, lenders use

In contrast, banks in markets like Morocco and

guarantees as a risk management tool and may

India choose to loan to MFIs with more favorable

decide to do so indefinitely if guarantees are more

conditions. For regulatory, political, and other rea-

efficient than other methods. Likewise, when

sons, banks there are willing to lend to MFIs on

guarantees are used to overcome regulatory barriers they will likely be necessary for future transactions as well. Second, MFIs often find better
sources of commercial funding than borrowing

Table 5 Funding Structure of
Bolivian Licensed MFIs

from local banks.
Some of the MFIs did borrow subsequently
without a guarantee, and they credit the earlier
loan guarantee transaction with facilitating their
relationship with the lending bank. However,

Deposits
Foreign loans
Loans from local 2nd tier (apex) funds
Loans from local banks/financial institutions
Other liabilities
Total liabilities

62%
21%
7%
6%
5%
100%

some MFIs chose not to increase their borrowing

7
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wholesale terms, with interest rates of prime or

conditions than local banks.15 Second, these inter-

less, longer terms, and recognition of the MFI’s

national lenders are demonstrating how to use

portfolio of microloans as collateral. Few develop-

guarantees to mobilize commercial capital and

ing economies have efficient wholesale lending

fund MFIs with competitive terms, and their suc-

markets, but where they exist local bank loans are

cess may be replicated eventually by local banks in

a viable funding source for MFIs that are growing

their own markets.

to significant scale.

The first benefit can be significant. Most developing economies have inefficient banking indus-

The Role of Guarantees in
International Lending to MFIs

tries, and foreign borrowing may be an attractive
option despite the risks of borrowing in foreign
currency. However, in a long-term view the second

Only eight of the guarantees in the study were

benefit may be more important. The growth

issued to international lenders. However, as a

potential of international development finance

group, these transactions have explored the poten-

lenders and guarantors is ultimately limited by

tial of guarantees in ways that most local banks

their own dependence on subsidy. And there are

deals have not.

strong reasons for MFIs to integrate into their

The international lenders that have used guar-

local funding markets, including funding stability,

antees are experienced MFI lenders. They use

growth potential, and the benefits of service diver-

guarantees strategically to lower the risk in their

sification.

MFI loan portfolios and in the loans they borrow
to fund their lending operations. This enables specialized international lenders to access funds from

The Sustainability of Guarantee
Agencies

commercial markets. For instance, the European
Investment Fund guaranteed the top tranche of

Guarantee agencies subsidize their guarantees.

Opportunity International’s €30 million Eastern

They have typically set their fees by estimating

European Fund (EIF), allowing commercial

what banks and MFIs would be willing to pay,

14

Blue Orchard has struc-

rather than by looking at the agencies’ own costs

tured a similar fund with the help of the Overseas

or at the true market value of the risk involved in a

Private Investment Corporation (OPIC). The

loan to an MFI. This practice leaves a question as

lenders are also able to offer riskier MFI loans for

to the real cost and sustainability of the guarantee

larger amounts, for longer terms, and with less

programs. It also misses an opportunity to develop

collateral than would be possible without guaran-

risk pricing information that would be useful for

tees. For example, the Blue Orchard fund is capa-

the industry.

investors to participate.

ble of lending to MFIs for seven-year terms.

Guarantor agencies generate revenue from

Guarantees of international loans to MFIs are

investment income and from annual fees that may

generating two important benefits in the current

be as high as 4.5 percent of the guarantee amount.

market. First, many of the international lenders are
able to provide loans to MFIs in more favorable
15

The apparent interest rate advantage of foreign loans may not always

hold up when foreign exchange risks are factored in. But foreign loans
14

For a detailed description of structured finance for MFIs at the EIF,

see Jung and Eriksson (2006).

8

often have other advantages over the conditions local banks offer MFIs,
including longer loan terms and lower collateral requirements.
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However, almost all of the guarantor agencies in

are not accessible to future commercial lenders

the study receive additional financial support. In

who will need to price the risk associated with dif-

the case of the guarantee programs in public sec-

ferent types of MFIs.

tor institutions, the operating expenses are sup-

The challenges associated with guarantor agency

ported by the larger agency budgets, with the

viability and market-based risk pricing are both

exception of AFD.

16

In the cases of the ACCION
17

related to the small size of loan guarantee transac-

the DBMDF, and

tions and the MFIs that use them. The cost of

FIG, guarantee operations are supported to differ-

guaranteeing small bank loans to MFIs has been,

ent degrees by staff paid by the parent organiza-

and will probably continue to be, unsustainable

tions. FIG is the only guarantor agency that pub-

without considerable subsidies, for three main rea-

lishes its financial statements. Its financial

sons. First, the income from small transactions is

performance is instructive: FIG’s 2005 financial

insufficient to cover the costs of issuing the guar-

and operating costs were 14 percent of an average

antee. These costs are roughly the same for large

guarantee portfolio of US$4.1 million, compared

and small transactions, but the small guarantees

to guarantee and investment income equal to 7.4

generate less income. Second, the guarantor agen-

percent, leaving a 6.6 percent net loss that had to

cies incur high costs because of the inexperience of

be subsidized.

the lenders. The guarantors typically provide many

Latin American Bridge Fund,

Data regarding losses resulting from loan

services related to closing a guarantee transaction

defaults were not available for all guarantor agen-

that experienced lenders commonly provide them-

cies. However, IGF and ACCION have the oldest

selves or contract out to investment brokers.18 And

portfolios of the guarantor studies, and they

finally, the guarantors also incur extraordinary

report loss rates equal to 5 percent and 1 percent,

costs in appraising small MFIs and assisting them

respectively, of total guarantees issued. ACCION

with the transaction. Most small MFIs do not have

has indicated that it will double its loan loss provi-

reliable risk ratings that lenders can use to price

sions when it guarantees loans to MFIs outside of

risk.

its network.
Some guarantors do adjust the price of the loan

The Way Forward

guarantee based on their assessment of the risk
profile of the MFI. However, the calculations of

The loan guarantee transactions reviewed in this

risk price are still experimental, and guarantors

study represent experimentation with loans to dif-

generally do not make their risk price calculation

ferent types of MFIs in a broad range of market

explicit in the transaction. As a result, current MFI

conditions. The results illuminate both the benefits

risk ratings and loan guarantee pricing benchmarks

and limits of loan guarantees and point to what
their long-term potential may be.
Many of the loan guarantees reviewed in the

16

AFD reports: “Because guarantees don’t count as overseas develop-

ment assistance, AFD receives no funds from its parent ministries to off-

study represent an attempt to demonstrate the

set the cost of guarantees…. Therefore, we bill for the full cost of the

creditworthiness of nondeposit MFIs to local

guarantee: country risk, commercial risk, and AFD’s overhead costs.” The

banks. In some cases, the loan guarantees did open

seven AFD guarantees included in this study averaged over US$4.3 mil-

the door to subsequent lending. Most loans were

lion each, much larger than the average for any of the other agencies.
17

ACCION reports that the Latin American Bridge Fund has been fi-

in local currency, and in a few cases the guarantee

nancially self-sustaining. However, it also acknowledges that it is likely
feasible only within an organization like ACCION that is able to analyze and monitor clients though parallel technical assistance or gover-

18

nance relationships.

structuring, and final transaction closing.

These services include appraisal and due diligence, risk valuations, deal

9
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overcame a regulatory obstacle to foreign financ-

from an international donor or funder only if the

ing. However, for most of the MFIs, the immedi-

guaranteed loan helps the MFI build a competitive

ate benefits were modest. The loans were a very

funding structure. For most MFIs, normal retail

small percentage of the MFI’s assets, they were

loans from commercial banks are simply not sus-

expensive despite large subsidies from the guaran-

tainable over the long term, especially once the

tor agencies, and banks often required other real

MFI starts to face competition and no longer has

guarantees to cover the full amount of the loan. A

the luxury of passing on high funding costs to its

smaller number of MFIs in the study were able to

borrowers. And this is why MFIs in maturing

use a loan guarantee to acquire a loan in condi-

microfinance industries use savings, certificates of

tions that added significant value to the MFI’s

deposit, bonds, and structured debt to fund their

funding structure. Many of these transactions

growth. The conclusion follows that guarantors

involved larger MFIs and international lenders, or

will realize their greatest potential by focusing on

they occurred in markets such as India, Benin, and

lenders that use guarantees to structure loans to

Morocco where local banks are willing to offer

MFIs in conditions that are competitive with other

large wholesale loans to MFIs at prime or lower

funding options. In this role, guarantee facilities

interest rates, treating their portfolios of micro-

could become specialized, permanent, and possibly

loans as collateral.

profitable components of an emerging MFI fund-

The central observation of this Focus Note is
that loan guarantees are superior to a direct loan

10

ing industry.
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III

ANNEX

Direct deposit in the lending institution

The guarantor may also bypass the SBLOC instru-

How Loan Guarantees Work

ment and deposit the guarantee amount directly in
the local bank. This method exposes the guarantor

Loan guarantees involve at least three and often

to the risk of local bank failure and country risk

four parties in a loan to an MFI. The guarantor

related to hard currency repatriation.

may establish the loan guarantee via any of the following mechanisms.

Loans to the MFI that are deposited in the
lending institution

S t a n d - by l e t t e r o f c r e d i t ( S B L O C )

The guarantor extends a loan to the MFI, which

The SBLOC typically involves four institutions in

deposits the same amount in the lending institu-

the transaction. The guarantor deposits the guar-

tion, which then extends the loan back to the MFI.

antee amount in an international bank that issues

Although the guarantor technically lends money to

an SBLOC to the local bank, which then extends

the MFI, the MFI uses the funds like a guarantee.

the loan to the MFI. In case of default, the local

This transaction typically involves a hard currency

bank presents evidence of default to the interna-

loan from the guarantor to the MFI. However, the

tional bank, which releases the funds to the local

net cost of the transaction can be lower for both

bank. This is the most common guarantee instru-

parties. The guarantor typically charges a higher

ment employed by private guarantors.19 The

rate of interest on the loan than the fee for a guar-

SBLOC has two main advantages. First, the guar-

antee. The MFI pays more for the loan, but is able

antor’s funds are secured in an international bank

to earn interest income by depositing the loan

and the guarantee obligation is denominated in

funds in the lending bank.

hard currency. Second, in cases where the funding
institution extends the loan to the MFI in local

Unfunded guarantees

currency, the guarantor is not exposed to the risk

Some bilateral development agencies are able to

of exchange rate movements.

pledge the commitment of their national government to honor the guarantee obligation without

19

Three of the guarantors have partnered with international banks to

physically committing the guarantee funds. For

use this instrument extensively: ACCION with CITIBANK, DBMDF

example, this is the preferred contractual instru-

with Deutsche Bank, and FIG with USB.

ment of the USAID/DCA.

11
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